
FD-610 (Rev. 10-9-85) *
TO: DIRECTOR, FBI

Attn: Criminal Investigative Division

Civil Rights Unit

FROM: Jackson (44B-6616) (P)

1 . Title: \C(se agaitional page iftnecessary)

/

UJJJKNOWN^SUI
< - TELEPHONE^DEA^H^HR-EAT»>
R ICHARIERARRETT ^VJ£TIM

\CIVIL RIGHTS
00: Jackson

1/28/87
AIRTEL

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 07-02-2009 BY 60324 uc bau 3ab/ml

Re:

2 .

3.

4.

5.

Office of Origin File No: 44B- 6616 (include alpha)

Auxiliary Office File No: ' -
_ _ (initial submission only)

... .

X initial submission supplemental submission

Matter Type: (check more than one if applicable)

A. Brutality No Brutality

Law Enforcement Law Enforcement

Non-Law Enforcement H Non-Law Enforcement

B. Violence

Racial Religious Other

C. ISS Matters

Migrant Victim Other

D. Known/Suspected Extremist Group

Klan Other

Use to describe above (check all applicable)

Arson Injury Property damage
Death No injury Cross burning

6. Date of incident l/§2 7. Date of complaint 1/27/87
8. Synopsis of case:

nk I

f V
Kf I ,;

;

m
Victim BARRETT advised he has received telephone death threats
as a result of his recent participation in a rally at Cummings,

72.
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The FD-610 is designed to promptly proyWe R^IHp complete set of pertinent facts for each Civil

Rights case investigated by the FBI. Data Is directly OTteiw iniOTrcomputer which will assist in more effective,

efficient, and economical management of the Civil Rights Program by FBIHQ and the field. Each office

MUST correctly complete ALL items requested on the form either on the initial submission, or later by

supplemental submission prior to the close of the case. Title changes should be submitted by report or FD-610,

whichever is more appropriate.

II. WHEN TO SUBMIT

The FD-610 is to be submitted in all cases supervised by the Civil Rights Unit, which include the

following classifications: 44-CR; 50-ISS; 173-CRA 1964; 177-DIH; 187-Privacy Act of 1974-Criminal;

189-ECOA; 204-FRS; 214-CRIPA. The FD-610 should be, in most cases, the initial communication advising

FBIHQ of the initiation of the investigation, in all instances, the FD-61 0 should be submitted within 5 working

days of receipt of the complaint; however, the urgency of the situation may require a prior telephone call or

teletype to FBIHQ.

III. DESCRIPTION AND REQUIREMENTS REGARDING ITEM #4 ON THE FD-610

Initial - Should be checked if it is the first FD-61 0 submitted in the case- Every attempt

should be made to provide all the information required on the initial submission;

however, the initial submission of the FD-610 should not be held in abeyance while

awaiting data which will be obtained on a later date. The auxiliary office (AO) should

submit the initial FD-61 0 when they receive the original complaint with two copies

designated to the office of origin.

Supplemental - This should be checked whenever a subsequent FD-61 0 is submitted. When
submitting a supplemental FD-610, provide data only for those items requiring a

change. Instances requiring a supplemental submission are: when previously

unknown data is obtained, data was previously omitted, or data was previously

incorrectly reported. The supplemental FD-61 0 should be used as the cover

communication for the submission of LHMs.

IV. SIGNIFICANT CASE

Significant cases are those receiving extensive media attention, involving a prominent individual or

involving FBI personnel as the subject or victim. Significant cases are also those wherein FBI

investigation has determined the allegations to be serious and substantial thus warranting a full

investigation. When prosecution becomes imminent, FBIHQ should be advised promptly and a

supplemental FD-610 should be submitted designating the case “significant” if not already so

designated.
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* U.S. Depar ofJustice

DATE; 07-02-2009

CLASSIFIED BY 60324 uc Law sab /ml

REAS OH: 1.4 (c, d)

DECLASSIFY OH: 07-02-2034

Federal Bureau of Investigation

s' T

In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED EXCEPT
WHERE SHOWN OTHERWISE

HEREIN is UNfc^S^IFIED EXCW
TJHERE SHC»m^TRERWLSS

100 West Capitol, Suite 1553
Jackson, Mississippi 39269
February 24, 1987

AUG 3 f'J995

CLASSIFIED

DECLASS! F
UNKNOWN SUBJECTS;.
TELEPHONE DEATH THREAT,
RICHARD ANTHONY': BARRETT - VICTIM
CIVIL RIGHTS

This communication is classified "Secret" in its
entirety.

A check of the Jackson indices concerning RICHARD
ANTHONY BARRETT revealed the following references

:

(S)

bl
b6
b7C

by jacKSon airTex uu me buied.ii. Gated September 13,
1984, it was reported that Jackson indices check reveals numerous
references to a RICHARD BARRETT. Based on Jackson file data,
RICHARD ANTHONY BARRETT is a self-proclaimed "racist" and
Chairman of the America's Foundation, Jackson, Mississippi, a

rightist youth organization. BARRETT claims the purpose of the
foundation is to award scholarships to students who have achieved
excellence in curriculum and/or athletic endeavors-: « BARRETT

In-*

ivo
-

$&-
4l»*

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the
FBI. It is the property* of. the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it

and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.

SPC105W?



UNKNOWN SUBJECTS;
TELEPHONE DEATH THREAT,
RICHARD ’-ANTHONY BARRETT -

VICTIM

has also organized "The American Victory Committee" with
himself acting as national chairman. He has organized the
"American Victory Force" which is a militantly segregationist
group whose purpose is, to promote Christianity and patriotism
and to further the unity;; and coordination of white Americans.

The following is a physical description of subject
RICHARD ANTHONY BARRETT:

Race,.,

c Sex

.Rlac_e~a&J3Lir&h
Height
Weight
Hair
Eyes
Complexion
Marital Status
Residence

Employment

Education

Military Service

White
Male
February 18, 1943

155 pounds
Black
Dark Brown
Olive
Single
1-5.4—SQutrh-^un'Se-t^Tejir-ace,

„J.^S^«^gsissippi

BARRETT AND COMPANY ADVERTISING
PUBLISHERS, 106 South President
Street, Jackson, Mississippi
Graduate, RUTGERS UNIVERSITY,
New Burnswick, New Jersey
UNITED STATES ARMY ,

' dime—4? 1964,
to May 27, 1966; Honorable
Discharge. BARRETT had foreign
service in Vietnam and received
Vietnam Service Medal ,

Purple
Heart With oakleaf cluster and
Combat Infantryman Badge

isj

Subject's photograph has been included in 1-A section
of his master file.

In view of topic discussed between BARRETT and
ljackson is initiating

tify him and to
captioned subject,
a preliminary inquiry on BARRETT to tur'ther id
determine:^ any security risk or asset potential.

bl
be
b7C
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UNKNOWN SUBJECTS;
TELEPHONE DEATH THREAT 7

RICHARD ANTHONY BARRETT -

VICTIM

A review of the indices in the Jackson Division indicated
a second reference to RICHARD ANTHONY BARRETT as follows:

(S)
RICHARD ANTHONY BARRETT

(UU:
X

JACKSUN

J

By Jackson airtel to the Bureau dated 2/25/85, the
following was reported:

bl

On January 8, 1985, contact with the HINDS COUNTY
SHERIFF'S OFFICE (HCSO), Jackson, Mississippi, determined the
HCSO had no record identifiable with the name RICHARD ANTHONY
BARRETT, date of birth February 18, 1943.

On January 10, 1985, checks were made through the
MISSISSIPPI JUSTICE INFORMATON SYSTEM '(MJIS) computer and the
NATIONAL CRIME INFORMATION CENTER (NCIC) in the name RICHARD
ANTHONY BARRETT. It was determined the MJIS does not contain any
record of criminal arrests concerning BARRETT; however, a
computerized listing of a driver's license was located for
BARRETT. This listing reveals that BARRETT was issued Mississippi
driver's license number 001772826 on March 25, 1982, and BARRETT
is described as a white male, born February 18 , 1943, brown hair,
brown eyes, six feet tall, 175 pounds. BARRETT'S address was
recorded as Post Office Box 6700, Jackson, Mississippi, and his
driver's license expiration date is February 28, 1986.

The NCIC inquiry determined BARRETT is not entered
in NCIC as a wanted person and that the NCIC Interstate
Identification Index contains no record identifiable with BARRETT.

1
On February 25, 1985, contact with Sergeant

| |

INTELLIGENCE DIVISION, JACKSON POLICE DEPARTMENT (JPD)

,

Jackson, Mississippi, determined that JPD has a file, number 25191,
concerning an arrest of a RICHARD BARRETT, date of birth February 18,

19 43, place of birth New York, New York. This file indicates
BARRETT was arrested for disturbing the peace on August 15, 1967,
and when arrested, BARRETT was described as being a white male,
five feet ten inches tall, 153 pounds, dark brown hajr , brown
eyes, slim build, and his occupation was a sign painter. The
final disposition of this arrest was shown as Nolle Prosecution.

3
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UNKNOWN SUBJECTS;
TELEPHONE DEATH THREAT

,

RICHARD ANTHONY BARRETT -

VICTIM b7

Sergeant also advised JPD INTELLIGENCE
DIVISION records contain two references to the name RICHARD
BARRETT. Review of these JPD INTELLIGENCE DIVISION reports
wherein RICHARD BARRETT is mentioned revealed the following:

A report prepared on February 28, 1978, contains
information indicating RICHARD BARRETT, a Jackson attorney
whose office is located in Suite 506, Barnett Building, Jackson,
Mississippi, telephone number 969-5700, and whose home address
and telephone number are 154 South Sunset Terrace, 372-1314,
is the head of the Anti Jew States Rights Party headquartered
in Marietta, Georgia. BARRETT also reportedly has a Post Office
Box number 3372. Additional information reveals that on February 27,
1978, the JPD "INTELLIGENCE DIVISION obtained information from
a confidential source that according to an unidentified source.

lad a residence or a warehouse inRICHARD BARRETT and
Rankin County, Mississippi , where they were indoctrinating
people into KUKLUX KLAN type activities. This residence or
warehouse was reportedly stocked with Nazi paraphernalia. This
information was never confirmed by the JPD INTELLIGENCE DIVISION.

A March, 1978,. report on the National States Rights
Party (NSRP) contains information indicating "Unconfirmed sources
state that RICHARD BARRETT, a lawyer in Jackson, Mississippi, is
head of the NSRP in this area." The report also shows BARRETT'S
business address as Suite 506, Barnett Building, telephone
number 969-5700, and he lives at 154 South Sunset Terrace,
Jackson, Mississippi. BARRETT'S home telephone number is 372-
1314. The report described the NSRP as an Anti Negro organi-
zation headed by| | that is headquartered in Marietta,
Georgia.

Inasmuch as subject has been identified, Jackson is
considering this matter closed, UACB.

4*
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EtSjSICT(Rev 10-9-85) • *

TO: IDIRECTOR, FBI

Attn: Criminal Investigative Division

Civil Rights Unit '

,

^ ROM:0^f^Wl^CKSON (44B-6616) (C)

1 . Title:* (use additional pageN^

"CHANGED 11

pessary)

UNKNOWN SUBJECTS;/
TELEPHONE DEATH-^RE^>_/04
RICHARD ANTHONY^fiARRETT - VICTIM
CIVIL RIGHTS —
00: JACKSON

2/24/87

AIRTEL

Title JUS&Ked "CHANGED" in order to set forth the full name
of the victim. Titl^^^eviously carried as: "UNKNOWN SUBJECT; TELEPHONE
DEATH THREAT , RICHARD BARRETT - VICTIM; jCIVIL RIGHTS; 00: ‘ JACKSON .

"

Re: Jackson airtel (FD-610) to the Bureau dated 1/28/87.

44B . 66162. Office of Origin File No:

3. Auxiliary Office File No:

4. initial submission X supplemental submission

5. Matter Type: (check more than one if applicable)

A. Brutality

. (include alpha)

.
(initial submission only)

Other

Law Enforcement

Non-Law Enforcement

B. Violence

Racial Religious

C. ISS Matters

Migrant Victim Other

D. Known/Suspected Extremist Group

Klan Other .

Use to describe above (check all applicable)

Arson Injury Property damage
Death No injury Cross burning

6. Date of incident

8. Synopsis of case:

No Brutality

Law Enforcement

Non-Law Enforcement

7. Date of complaint

DECLASSIFIED. BY,

2 9 19
T .

nrj AUG 2 9 1995

IV ^
1

9. Significant case Yes No (if yes, provide reason)

(X3> .

1 1

g® JUL 23 SB7

Remarks/Administrative ,

This communication is classified in its entirety
detached from its,/®la^if,ied enclosure, thisi document become

tuoau m inf
dr- B5Kku(Enc.5) (FMRER)

1 - Jackson
WEB/hs „
O) 2? AUG 1

?
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CIVIL
Ui

I. PURPOSE ..
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The FD-610 is designed to promptly provif^SfBIHQ With a'complete set of pertinent facts for each Civil

Rights case investigated byft^i^Blj v BatHF §r|ctly entered into a computer which will assist in more effective,

efficient, and economical management of the Civil Rights Program by FBIHQ and the field. Each office

MUST correctly complete ALL items requested on the form either on the initial submission, or later by

supplemental submission prior to the close of the case. Title changes should be submitted by report or FD-61 0,

whichever is more appropriate.

II. WHEN TO SUBMIT

The FD-61 6*18 to be submitted in all cases sQp.fervised by the Civil Rights Unit, which include the

following classifications:" 44-<3R-; 50-l^&. 77-DIH; 187-Privacy Act of 1974-Criminal;

1 89-ECOA; 204-FRS; 214-CRIPA. The FD-6l^ilpwckbe, in most cases, the initial communication advising

FBIHQ of the initiation of the investigation. In all instances, the FD-61 0 should be submitted within 5 working

days of receipt of the complaint; however, the urgency of the situation may require a prior telephone call or

teletype to FBIHQ.

III. DESCRIPTION AND REQUIREMENTS REGARDING ITEM #4 ON THE FD-610

Initial - Should be checked if it is the first FD-61 0 submitted in the case. Every attempt

should be made to provide all the information required on the initial submission;

however, the initial submission of the FD-61 0 should not be held in abeyance while

awaiting data which will be obtained on a later date. The auxiliary office (AO) should

submit the initial FD-610 when they receive the original complaint with two copies

designated to the office of origin.

Supplemental - This should be checked whenever a subsequent FD-610 is submitted. When

submitting a supplemental FD-61 0, provide data only for those items requiring a

change. Instances requiring a supplemental submission are: when previously

unknown data is obtained, data was previously omitted, or data was previously

incorrectly reported. The supplemental FD-61 0 should be used as the cover

communication for the submission of LHMs.

IV. SIGNIFICANT CASE

Significant cases are those receiving extensive media attention, involving a prominent individual or

involving FBI personnel as the subject or victim. Significant cases are also those wherein FBI

investigation has determined the allegations to be serious and substantial thus warranting a full

investigation. When prosecution becomes imminent, FBIHQ should be advised promptly and a

supplemental FD-61 0 should be submitted designating the case “significant” if not already so

designated.



JN -44B-66 16

REMARKS/ADMINISTRATIVE continued

.
Enclosed for the Bureau are three copies of an LHM

dated and captioned as above.

Bureau should note that the United States Attorney's
Office for the Southern District of Mississippi in Jackson,
Mississippi, is not being furnished a copy of this LHM in view
of the classified nature of the information contained therein.

I 7

2 *



ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 07-02-2009 BY 60324 UC

' U.S. Departments Justice

Federal Bureau of Investigation

to aw sab/ml

*

In Reply, Please Refer to

File No. JN 44B-6616
Jackson, Mississippi
February 24, 1987

UNKNOWN SUBJECTS;
TELEPHONE DEATH THREAT

,

RICHARD ANTHONY BARRETT - VICTIM
CIVIL RIGHTS

This investigation is predicated upon receipt in the
Jackson, Mississippi, Division of the FBI on January 27, 1987,
of a telephonic complaint received from RICHARD ANTHONY BARRETT^
of Jackson, Mississippi, telephone number (601) -373-4400 , wherein
he furnished the following information:

BARRETT advised that he had received telephonic
death threats as a result of his recent participation in a
rally at Cummings, Georgia.

BARRETT requested that he be contacted by a Special
Agent of the FBI in order that he might discuss this matter
with this individual on a more personal basis.

In order to further resolve this matter, the following
investigation was conducted:

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the

FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loane.d to your agency; it

and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.



FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Date of transcription
2/24/87

RICHARD ANTHONY BARRETT of Jackson, Mississippi, be
telephone number 373-4400, was . telephonically advised of the b7c
official identity of the interviewing. Agent and of the nature
of this inquiry. BARRETT was also advised that any information
he furnished could be used in a court of law. BARRETT then
furnished the following, voluntary oral statement in lieu of
a written statement.

BARRETT was advised at the initiation of this interview
that he was being- contacted telephonicaliy in view of his
request that he be contacted in an expeditious manner. BARRETT
stated that he did not object to discussing this matter
telephonically

.

BARRETT stated that, by way of background, he partici-
pated in a civil rights march in Cummings (Forsyth County)

,

Georgia, on the weekend of January 24, and January 25, of 1987.
BARRETT stated that he did not travel to this destination in
any official capacity, but stated that he simply wanted, as
a white citizen of the United States, to make his opinion heard
by his very physical presence at the rally in question.

BARRETT stated that his participation in this rally,
which he stated was covered by representatives of the national
media, both printed and electronic, was without incident as
it might relate to any potential violation of his civil rights
as a citizen of the United States.

BARRETT stated that the specific reason for his
contacting the Jackson, Mississippi, Office of the FBI upon
his return to Jackson, was that he turned on his answering
machine upon his arrival back in Jackson in order to cheek
for any possible messages received during his absence.

BARRETT stated that he would simply like to report,
for the record, the substance of the first recorded message

2

investigation nn 1/27/87 Jackson, Mississippi
# JN 44B-6616

by
SA

.Date dictated 1/28/87

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It Is the property of the FBI and Is loaned to your agency;

it and Its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.



FD-302a (Rev. 1 1-1 5-83)

i
JN 44B-6616

Continuation of FD-302 of
RICHARD ANTHONY BARRETT

,
0nJV27/87___,page_2

which he received. Specifically, BARRETT stated that he
received three separate messages from one caller whom he would
best describe as a black female.

He stated that the first call from this individual
relayed a message to him to the effect that this female caller
was aware that he traveled to Cummings, Georgia, and that this
caller was going to whip his white ass.

BARRETT stated that the second message received from
this same caller stated words to the effect that she was going
to whip his white M. F. ass. ,

'

BARRETT stated jfhat the third message received from
this same black female caller were similar expressions of her
intentions towards him as indicated in the first two calls above.

BARRETT stated that he received on his answering machine
a fourth' message from another person whom BARRETT stated he would
describe as another black female.’ BARRETT stated, however, that
this second caller was different from the first caller who left'
the above three messages. BARRETT stated that the second caller
left only one message, which stated, "I know who you are. You are
going to die. You white M. F."

BARRETT stated that he received no other messages on
his answering service. BARRETT stated that he would retain
the tape recordings in question should they prove of any
future merit in either voice identification of the two callers
in question or as documentation for the veracity of this
allegation.

BARRETT stated that he had no altercation in Cummings,
Georgia, on the weekend in question, and, thus, had no suspect
as to the identities of any black females in Cummings, Georgia,
who may haye£ had any verbal or other disagreement with him or
any reason 'to call him. Likewise, BARRETT stated that he had
no suspects in the Mississippi area which might assist in further
pinpointing the identities of the two female callers.

BARRETT stated that there is not any evidence of any
action on the part of anyone which he might construe as an
attempt to carry out the intentions mentioned in the taped
telephone messages.

3
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FD-302>a{Rev. 1 1-15-83)
1

JN 44B-6616

Continuation of FD-302 of RICHARD ANTHONY BARRETT
,
On 1/27/87

,
Page 3.

BARRETT stated that he simply wanted, in this regard,
to make this information available to the Jackson, Mississippi,
Office of the FBI. BARRETT was advised that his information
would be made available to the UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF
JUSTICE, CIVIL RIGHTS SECTION, in Washington, D. C., for their
further evaluation.

BARRETT stated that the above was the extent of the
information that he desired to- relay to this office at this
time.

FBI/ DO J



JN 44B-6616

In view of the lack of any substantive violation
over which the Jackson, Mississippi, Office of the FBI might
have investigative jurisdiction, no further investigation in
this matter is being conducted based upon the authority of
the Special Agent in Charge, ROGER T. CASTONGUAY.



ED-61 0(F<fev. 10-9-85) %WK

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
REIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

ATE 07-02-2009 BY 60324 uc baw sab/ml

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI

Attn:/ Criminal Investigative Division

Civil Rights Unit

FRoJj^A^ .^JACKSON (44B-6616) (C)

hji. |itle: (use additional page if necessary)
^ " CHANGED "

UNKNOHN SUBJECTS

;

TELEPHONE-JPEATHyTHREAT
r

'

RICHARD„.AN_T.HON.YtBARRETT - VICTIM
CIVIL RIGHTS
00: JACKSON

AIRTEL
2/24/87

Title marked "CHANGED 11 in order to set forth the full name
of the victim. Titlgx previously carried as: "UNKNOWN SUBJECT? TELEPHONE
DEATH THREAT, RICHAREM BARRETT - VICTIM; CIVIL RIGHTS; OO: JACKSON."

Re:

2.

3.

4.

5.

Jackson airtel (FD-610) to the Bureau dated 1/28/87

,

44B - 6616Office of Origin File No:

Auxiliary Office File No:

. (include alpha)

(initial submission only)

initial submission

.

. supplemental submission

Matter Type:

A. Brutality

Law Enforcement

Non-Law Enforcement

B. Violence

Racial

C. ISS Matters

Migrant Victim

D. Known/Suspected Extremist Group

Kian Other

Use to describe above (check all applicable)

Arson Injury Property damage
, Death No injury Cross burning

(check more than one if applicable)

Religious

Other

No Brutality

Law Enforcement

Non-Law Enforcement

Other

6. Date of incident. 7. Date of complaint.

FBI/DOJ



CIVIL RwHtS
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•a complete set: PfJjertinent facts for each Civil

Computer which will assist in more, effective,

I. PURPOSE

The FD-610 is ^fllM^ p/omptly^SjSi&n

Rights case investigated by fhe^EBir/uS'|'ta is directly entered intc

efficient, and economical management of the Civil Rights Program by FBIHQ and the field. Each office

MUST correctly complete ALL items requested on the form either on the initial submission, or later by

supplemental submission prior to the close of the case. Title changes should be submitted by report or FD-610,

whichever is more appropriate.

II. WHEN TO SUBMIT

The FD-610 is to be submitted in all cases supervised by the Civil Rights Unit, which include the

following classifications: 44-CR; 50-ISS; 173-CRA 1964; 177-DIH; 187-Privacy Act of 1974-Criminal;

1 89-ECOA; 204-FRS; 21 4-CRIPA. The FD-61 0 should be, in most cases, the initial communication advising

FBIHQ of the initiation of the investigation. In all instances, the FD-61 0 should be submitted within 5 working

days of receipt of the complaint; however, the urgency of the situation may require a prior telephone call or

teletype to FBIHQ.

III. DESCRIPTION AND REQUIREMENTS REGARDING ITEM #4 ON THE FD-610

Initial - Should be checked if it is the first FD-61 0 submitted in the case. Every attempt

should be made to provide all the information required on the initial submission;

however, the initial submission of the FD-610 should not be held in abeyance while

awaiting data which will be obtained on a later date. The auxiliary office (AO) should

submit the initial FD-610 when they receive the original complaint with two copies

designated to the office of origin.

Supplemental - This should be checked whenever a subsequent FD-610 is submitted. When

submitting a supplemental FD-61 0, provide data only for those items requiring a

change. Instances requiring a supplemental submission are: when previously

unknown data is obtained, data was previously omitted, or data was previously

incorrectly reported. The supplemental FD-61 0 should be used as the cover

communication for the submission of LHMs.

IV. SIGNIFICANT CASE

Significant cases are those receiving extensive media attention, involving a prominent individual or

involving FBI personnel as the subject or victim. Significant cases are also those wherein FBI

investigation has determined the allegations to be serious and substantial thus warranting a full

investigation. When prosecution becomes imminent, FBIHQ should be advised promptly and a

supplemental FD-610 should be submitted designating the case “significant” if not already so

designated.



JN 44B-6616
r

4.-
4

REMARKS/ADMINISTRATIVE

Enclosed for the Bureau are the original and two
copies of an- LHM dated and captioned as above.

One copy of this LHM is being furnished, to. the United
States Attorney 1

s. Office, Southern District of Mississippi,
Jackson, Mississippi.'

For the information of the Bureau, two references
were located for the above captioned, victim,, which are classified.
These references are being furnished to FBIHQ by a separate
communication

.

Bureau should note that only one Special Agent, was
available for investigation in this matter due to manpower
restraints within the Jackson Division.

Bureau should also note that there is no agency head
to contact in this matter.

Inasmuch as requisite investigation has been completed
within the Jackson Division, this matter is being placed in a
closed status.

2 *



6-94 (Rev. 8-6-85)

1 t I
ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

DATE 07-02-2009 BY 60324 uc baw sab /ml

T Assistant Attorney General

CIVIL RIGHTS DIVISION

Director, FBI

CD

AttnCriminal Section
4/21/87/?,

RICHARD, ANTHONY
. BARRETT-VIQTIM

See attached LHM for title.
1

OO: Jackson (44B-6616)

Field Office File Number - fifi 16

DOJ File Number - -

Reference:

Enclosed is one copy ofjackson LHM dated 2/24/87

Also enclosed is an Internal Affairs Report

®A A . This is the initial communication in this matter:

Type matter (Initial communication only)

Brutality - Law Enforcement

Brutality - Nonlaw Enforcement

No Brutality - Law Enforcement

No Brutality - Nonlaw Enforcement

'£Si Racial Violence

ISS Matter

Death Case

B . FBI Status-Pending

C . FBI Status-Closed V/ "/Oft
SD D . This covers the receipt of a complaint and no further action will be taken by the Federal Bureau of Investigation

unless specifically requested by the Department of Justice. V ,-y

E , Due to the nature of this matter, it should receive your expeditious attention. Please cdnt^FmfeSfvil Pilots Unit,

FBIHQ, Attn: ±
SB/rlw
Enc (l) NOTE: This communication inadvertently not provided to DOJ.
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ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 07-02-2009 BY 60324 uc baxr sab /ml

Subieci

Notice of File Closing
CIVIL RIGHTS MATTER ^W?W^

Date

AUG 1 9 1987

From
Director /MB\NSradford Reynolds
Federal Bureau of Investigation »v$'sg£stant Attorney General

Vr Civil Rights Division dhtJL
•JUYqA ~ fReference is made to your field office file captioned as*

on the attached closing form and numbered TV?/ c/ <
/?£> - laCa / (a . (/

This matter has been closed as of the date on the attached form/

A
A A
Vst'vuc. ,QaAb&

1


